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Claims. 

This invention relates to electrical Sound trans 
lating devices of the so-called magnetic type. 
The invention is useful in translating mechanical 
motion into electrical impulses, as Well as in 
translating electrical impulses into mechanical 
motion. . 
The invention is adapted for use as a micro 

phone or to pick up any motion of a vibratory 
nature. As exemplified in the present embodi 
ment the invention takes the form of a phono 
graph pickup and the following disclosure of such 
embodiment will be sufficient to permit those 
skilled in the art to understand the invention and 
the various uses to which it may be put. 
An object of the invention is to provide a rela 

tively simple device of the magnetic type adapted 
for use With either lateral or vertical cut records, 
or the like use, and which may be manufactured 
at a relatively low cost. - 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a device of the type described which Will faith 
fully translate the desired sound free from ex 
traneous disturbances. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a simple and efficient device which Will reduce 
Substantially the wear of a record sound track. 
The invention consists of the novel features, 

arrangements, construction and combination of 
parts embodied, by Way of example, in the appa 
ratus to be hereinafter more fully described as 
illustrating a present preferred form of the in 
vention, and the invention will be more particu 
larly pointed out in the appended claims. 

Further and more specific objects, features and 
advantages of the invention will more clearly 
appear from the detailed description to be given 
following, taken in connection with the accom 
panying drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a front elevational view, on an en 
larged Scale, of a pickup device in which the coil 
Windings are shown somewhat diagrammatically; 

Fig. 2 is a side elevational view of the device 
shown in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a front elevational view illustrating 
certain modifications of the device shown in Figs. 
and 2; 
Fig. 4 is a sectional view taken at line 4-4 of 

Fig. 2; and 
Fig. 5 is a somewhat diagrammatic front eleva 

tional view to more clearly illustrate certain fea 
tures of the structure shown in Fig. 1 and is on 
a further enlarged scale. 

Before describing the invention in detail cer 
tain salient features will be referred to by way 
of introduction. An important feature of the 
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invention resides in the use of a resiliently Sup 
ported magnetic armature that cannot freeze to 
any of the magnetized poles and Which has un 
restricted motion throughout the maximum 
limits of all lateral and vertical cut phonograph 
records, e. g. throughout the maximum ampli 
tude of audio frequency. This unlimited travel 
makes it possible to build into the resilient sup 
porting, means for the armature any value of 
Compliance desired Without danger of the perma 
nent magnet pulling the armature into an in 
operative position. Other important features of 
the invention are the maintenance of a relatively 
high density of flux 'flow through an arnature 
of relatively low mass; the maintenance of a uni 
directional flow of flux through the armature; 
and the bucking Out of undesirable coil currents 
resulting from extraneous electrical disturbances 
or due to lateral motion of the stylus when re 
producing vertical cut records and vice versa. 

Referring to the drawings and more particu 
larly to Figs. 1 and 2, the main supporting frame 
for the device is designated in general as and 
is made of a suitable non-magnetic material such 
as aluminum, plastic or the like and is provided 
with an upper arm and a lower arm 2. The 
upper arm is provided with a recess in which 
is seated a permanent magnet 3 providing oppo 
site magnetic poles N and S. A pair of lami 
nated pole pieces 4 and 5 are supported on the 
arms l-2 with the upper ends disposed in 
respective magnetic engagement with the magnet 
poles N and S and the bottom ends of the pole 
pieces are disposed in slots such as 6; the upper 
ends of the pole pieces being rigidly secured in 
position by screws 7-8 and the lower ends by 
ScreWS 9-9'. A pair of auxiliary pole pieces 
20-2 have their upper ends clamped against the 
respective pole pieces 4-5 and against the arm 

by means of the screws 7-8. The pole 
pieces 4-5 are provided respectively with elec 
trical coils 22-23; the coil 22 being somewhat 
diagrammatically shown and having terminals 
24-25 while the coil 23 is similarly shown and 
has terminals 26-27. The coils are preferably 
identical in dimension, number of turns and im 
pedance. 
The pole pieces 4-5 terminate in lower ends 

designated N-Sf which are disposed on a sub 
Stantially horizontal plane and are spaced apart 
laterally. The auxiliary pole pieces 2-2 ex 
tend downwardly, exterior of the coils 22-23, 
and then in Wardly and terminate in pole ends 
N2 and S2. Which are disposed beneath the re 
Spective pole ends N-S from which they are 
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spaced a fixed distance by means of spacer blocks 
28-29. An armature A is supported between the 
outer ends of a pair of spring strips 30-3 (Fig. 
4) whose rear ends are spaced apart by a Space 
block 32 and clamped between a downward pro 
jection 33, formed integrally with the arm 2, 
and a clamping bracket 34 by means of ScieWS, 
such as 35. The armature and adjacent ends of 
the spring strips 39-3i are provided With an 
aligned hole through which a reduced upwardly 
extending stem of the stylus 36 passes, the head 
of the stem being riveted over to rigidly hold the 
stylus in fixed relationship with the armature A. 
A compliant block 3, made of Soft felt or rubber, 
is disposed between the head of stylus 36 and the 
clamp plate 38, to Which it is preferably ce 
mented, and which is engaged by the lower end 
of an adjusting Screw 39 in threaded engagement 
with a rigid part of the arm f 2. 
The frame block carries secured thereto a 

base plate which is preferably provided with 
a housing portion 4 to enclose-the-arnature and 
pole ends and having an opening 42 therein 
through which the stylus 36 extends and whose 
movement is accommodated by the opening 32. 
The plate 6) extends outwardly a sufficient dis 
tance to serve as an attachment means for the 
outer end of a hollow supporting arm in which 
the device is adapted to be carried. Frame 
also preferably carries electrical connector plugs 
53-4. Which are connected to leads 45-65. . The 
lead 6 is connected to the coil terminal 24 and 
the lead 45 is connected to a suitable switch (not 
shown) selectively connecting it to the coil ter 
minal 26 or the coil terminal 27, as will be more 
fully pointed out following. 

Referring more particularly to Fig. 5, it will be 
seen that the pole ends N-S and N2-S2 are 
spaced apart an identical lateral distance defined 
by the planes D-D and E-E; and the poles - 
N-N2 and S-S2 are spaced apart vertically 
an identical distance defined by the planes B-B 
and C-C. The lateral spacing between the op 
posite sides of the armature A and the respective 
planes D-D. and E-E is preferably of the order 
of .005'' to .001'; and the vertical spacing be 
tween the top and bottom of the armature A and 
the respective planes. B-B and C-C is pref 
erably of the order of .001''' to .008' when the 
stylus S is in operative neutral position. When 
the unbalanced weight of the device is thus ex 
erted upon the stylus S which is in engagement 
With the Sound disk, or record, and the armature 
A is disposed in neutral position between the 
planes B-B and C-C the armature A is in mag 
netic equilibrium. The armature. A may be of 
very small mass; for example, it may have a 
thickness of .014'', a width laterally of .065’ and 
a length from front to back of .094'. 
There is shown in Fig. 3 a modification of the 

pole and arrangement. In this embodiment the 
pole ends S and S2 are identical with those 
above described, but instead of using pole ends 
Ni-N2, as above described, this embodiment 
employs a single north pole N' which is common 
to both of the pole ends S f" and S2 and which 
has a pole face of Sufficient vertical extent so 
that the armature A is always in overiapping re 
lationship with N' during its maximum operable 
movement. It is also noted that in this embodi 
ment the coil 22' is omitted and electrical fiuc 
tuations are produced entirely by the coil 23. 

Referring to Fig. 5, it is noted that the spring 
mounting of armature A is such that the arma 
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4. 
ture is periinitted a vertical movement, responsive 
to vertical cut records, and a torsional or rock 
ing movement, responsive to lateral cut records. 
The parts being so constructed and arranged 
that during vertical movement or torsional move 
ment the armature vibrates within the Space de 
fined by the planes B-B, C-C, O-D and 
E-E; so that during its maximum operating 
range the armature never overlaps any of the 
adjacent pole ends. Referring to Fig. 3, it should 
be noted that when the device is in operative 
position the armature. A newer overlaps the pole 
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ends Si-S2 but always overlaps the common 
pole end N'. 
When it is desired to use the invention for ver 

tical cut records the coil terminals 25 and 25 are 
connected together and the terminal 45 (Fig. 2) 
is connected to the coil terminal 2; the coil 
terminals 24 and 2, thus being connected to the 
connector plugs 44 and 43 which are adapted to 
be connected to a suitable receiving circuit, Such 
as is well known to those skilled in the art. With 
the device placed in operative position with the 
stylus 36 on the sound record the armature Will 
be disposed as shown in Fig. 5. Assuming 8, Ver 
tical vibratory force to be applied to the stylus 
as it moves over the vertical cut Sound track, the 
following magnetic and consequent electrical ac 
tion takes place. The armature. A noves upward 
away from the poles N2-S2 and toward the poles 
N - SA, thus reducing the magnetic flux between 
the poles N2-S2 and increasing the flux between 
the poles N-S to the sane extent. This in 
duces an electrical potential in the coils 22 and 
23. When the arrnature. A noves doWiiWardly 
the flow of flux between N and Si is Correspond 
ingiy reduced and the flux flow between the poles 
N2 and S2 is correspondingly increased, inducing 
a potential of opposite polarity in the coils and 
thus completing the full alternation. The coils 
being connected in series boosting (for vertical 
motion of the stylus) provide double the voltage 
of either single coil. However, with the coils this 
connected potentials due to torsional movement 
of the armature will be bucked out, as Will be 
extraneous disturbances. As will be well under 
stood by those skilled in the art, the coils may 
be connected in parallel boosting, which will also 
result in the current alternations of the coils be 
ing in phase for vertical movement of the stylus 
and 180° out of phase for lateral movement of 
the stylus. 
When the device is to be used with lateral cut 

records the terminals 25 and 2 are connected to 
gether and the terminal 26 Will be connected to 
the plug terminal 45, so that the potentials, due 
to lateral movement of the stylus are additive 
or boosting, while the potentials resulting from 
ancillary vertical movement of the Stylus are in 
bucking relationship and neutralize each other. 
Similarly, the coils may be connected in parallel 
boosting for lateral motion of the stylus, as will 
be well understood by those skilled in the art. 

it will be noted that the flux flow through the 
arnature is uni-directional during the full oper 
ative range of the device, whether used for verti 
cal cut or lateral cut records. In the embodi 
ment, described with reference to Fig. 3, Since 
only one coil is employed, this embodiment does 
not possess the feature of neutralizing the an 
cillary movements of the stylus, but this embodi 
ment provides a more simplified structure which 
is capable of operating With either a vertical or 
lateral cut records to produce useful results. 
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Because of the absence of flux reversals or vari 
: ations, eddy currents and hysteresis do not exist 
in either of the two embodiments above described, 
thus permitting a density of flux in the armature 
that imposes full saturation without impairing 
the fidelity of reproduction. This allows the re 
duction of mass of the material in the armature 
and presents the possibility of using an extremely 
small armature with resultant advantages well 
knoWnto those skilled in the art. 

ticularity with reference to a preferred embodi 
ment thereof, and having referred to certain mod 
ifications, it will be obvious to those skilled in 
the art, after understanding my invention, that 
other changes and modifications may be made 
therein without departing from the spirit and 
Scope of the invention, and Iain in the appended 
claims to cover such changes and modifications 
as are Within the Scope of the invention. 
What I claim is: - 
1. In a pickup device of the imagnetic type, the 

combination of magnet means having a first pair 
of pole pieces of opposite polarity providing pole 
ends spaced apart laterally and a second pair 
of pole pieces of opposite polarity providing pole 
ends spaced apart laterally and spaced vertically 
from said first pair of pole ends, a laterally ex 
tending armature disposed entirely within a field 
of movement defined by planes representing said 
lateral and vertical spacing of said pole ends, 
resilient Supporting means for said al'mature 
affording vibratile motion of said armature 
throughout its operative range and so constructed 
and arranged that during the maximum move 
ments of Said armature it remains entirely with 
in said field of movement, and a signal generating 
circuit responsive to movement of said arnature. 

2. In a pickup device of the magnetic type, a 
magnetic circuit comprising a magnet and a first 
and a second pair of pole pieces energized there 
by, said first pair of pole pieces providing pole 
ends of opposite polarity spaced apart laterally 
and said Secured pair of pole pieces providing 
pole ends of opposite polarity spaced apart lat 
erally and disposed vertically from said first pair 
of pole ends of respectively corresponding polarity 
to thereby provide two paths of flux flowing in 
the same direction, an armature having a lateral 
extent less than the lateral spacing of said two 
pairs of pole ends and disposed entirely within 
Said Space intermediate said flux paths and sup 
ported for Vibratile motion relative thereto in 
relatively opposite directions from a neutral posi 
tion of magnetic equilibrium, said armature being 
So disposed and supported relative to said pole 
ends that during its maximum operative move 
ment it vibrates entirely within the limits defined 
by four planes bounding the innermost extremi 
ties of Said four pole ends, and a signal generating 
circuit responsive to said armature vibrations. 

3. In a pickup device of the magnetic type, a 
plurality of polepieces comprising laterally spaced 
poles of opposite polarity and vertically spaced 
poles of like polarity jointly providing a pair of 
laterally disposed air gaps spaced vertically one 
from the other, means for supplying magnetic 
flux across said air gaps in the same direction of 
foW, an armature having rigidly secured thereto 
a stylus for engaging a sound record, said arma 
ture being disposed entirely within the space de 
fined jointly by said laterally and vertically spaced 
poles, means for resiliently supporting said arma 
ture in the field of influence of said flux for rock 
ing motion about an axis extending substantially 
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6 
normal to the direction of flux flow across said 
gaps and in a plane substantially parallel to the 
direction of said flux flow, said Supporting means 
also providing for movement of said armature in 
a direction normal to said plane While preventing 
bodily movement in a direction parallel to said 
flux flow, said armature and its resilient support 
ing means being So Constructed and arranged that 
when said device is resting on its stylus in oper 
ative neutral position said armature is in Sub 
stantial parallelism and magnetic equilibrium 
relative to said flux flow and during its maximum 
operative movements modulates said flux foW 
solely by variation in the space between said ar 
mature and respective of said pole pieces of 
opposite polarity, and a signal generating circuit 
responsive to operative movements of said arma 
ture. 

4. A Sound translating device of the magnetic 
type comprising, a magnetic circuit providing a 
magnetic flux path and having a pair of later 
ally spaced pole ends whose lowerfaces are dis 
posed substantially on the same plane, said mag 
netic circuit also providing an auxiliary flux path 
including a pair of laterally spaced auxiliary pole 
ends across which flux flows in the same lateral 
direction as the flux foW across said first pair of 
pole ends and Whose upper faces are disposed sub 
stantially on a plane Spaced vertically from said 
first plane, an armature positioned for vibratile 
motion relative to Said pole ends, said armature 
being disposed entirely within the space defined 
by said lateral spacing of said pole ends, a stylus 
rigidly secured to said armature and providing 
means for Operative engagement with a sound 
record to thereby transmit motion between said 
armature and record, and resilient means sup 
porting said armature and urging said armature 
away from said upper pole ends with a predeter 
mined force such that with said stylus in neutral 
Operative engagement With a record said arma 
ture will be disposed intermediate said planes and 
Will lie Substantially parallel to said planes on 
which Said pole faces are disposed and will be 
Spaced downwardly from said upper plane and 
upWardly from said lower plane, 

5. A sound translating device of the magnetic 
type comprising, a magnetic circuit providing a 
magnetic flux path and having a pair of later 
ally spaced pole ends whose lower faces are dis 
posed substantially on the same plane, said mag 
netic circuit also providing an auxiliary flux path 
including a pair of laterally spaced auxiliary pole 
ends across which flux flows in the same lateral 
direction as the flux flow across said first pair of 
pole ends and whose upper faces are disposed sub 
stantially On a plane Spaced vertically from said 
first plane, an armature positioned for vibratile 
motion relative to said pole ends, said armature 
being disposed entirely within the space defined 
by said lateral spacing of said pole ends, a stylus 
rigidly secured to said armature and providing 
means for Operative engagement with a sound 
record to thereby transmit motion between said 
arnature and record, and resilient means sup 
porting Said armature and urging said armature 
away from said upper pole ends with a predeter. 
mined force such that with said stylus in neutral 
Operative engagement with a record said arma 
ture will be disposed intermediate said planes and 
Will lie Substantially parallel to said planes on 
Which said pole faces are disposed and will be 
Spaced downwardly from said upper plane and 
upwardly from said lower plane respective dis 
tances at least as great as the maximum distance 
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of operative: movement of Saidarnature toward 
said respective pairs of upper and lower pole erads. 

6. A sound translating device: of the magnetic 
type, comprising, a magnetic circuit providing a 
magnetic flux path and having a pair of laterally 
spaced pole ends whose lower faces are disposed 
substantially on the same plane, said magnetic 
circuit also providing an auxiliary flux path in 
cluding a pair of laterally spaced auxiliary pole 
ends across which flux flows in the same lateral: 
direction as the:flux flow across Said first pair of 
pole ends and whose lipper faces are disposed 
substantially on a plane spaced vertically from 
said first plane, said two pairs of pole ends being 
spaced laterally substantially the same distance, 
an airmature positioned for vibratile motion rela 
tive to Said pole ends, said armature having a 
lateral extent less than the lateral Spacing of 
said two pairs of pole ends, a stylus rigidly secured 
to said airmature and providing means for opera 
tive engagement with a sound record to thereby 
transmit motion between said armature, and rec 
ord, and resilient means supporting said arma 
ture and urging said armature away from said 
upper poke: ends. With a predetermined force such 
that with said stylus in neutral operative engage 
ment with a record said armature Will be dis 
posed internaediate said planes and will lie sub 
stantially parallel to Said planes on which said 
pole faces are disposed and will be spaced down 
Wardly from said upper plane and upwardly from 
said lowerplane. 

7. A sound transating device of the magnetic 
type comprising, a magnetic circuit providing a 
magnetic flux path and having a pair of laterally 
spaced pole ends whose lower faces are disposed 
Substantially on the same plane, said magnetic 
circuit also providing an auxiliary flux path in 
cluding a pair of laterally spaced auxiliary pole 
ends across; which flux flows in the same lateral 
direction as the flux, flow across said first pair of 
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pole end and whose upper faces are disposed. Sub 
stantially on a plane spaced vertically from said 
first plane, an armature positioned for vibratile 
motion relative to, said pole ends, said armature 
having a lateral extent less than the lateral spac 
ing of Said tWo pairs of pole ends, a stylus rigidly 
Secured to said armature and providing means 
for operative engagement with a sound record to 
thereby tranSrinit motion between said arnature 
and record, and resilient means supporting said 
armature and urging said armature away from 
Said upper pole ends. With a predetermined force 
Such that With said stylus in neutral operative 
engagement With a record said armature will be 
disposed intermediate said planes and will lie sub 
Stantially parallel to said planes on which said 
pole faces are disposed and will be spaced down 
wardy from said upper plane and upwardly from 
Said lower plane, said resilient. Supporting means 
affording torsional movement of said armature 
about an axis Substantially parallel to said planes 
and extending in a direction normal to said flux 
flow across said pole ends responsive to lateral 
In Overnent of Said stylus. 
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